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Welcome to Pizza Fritta 180
The home of authentic pizza perfection!

	
		
			Here at Pizza Fritta 180, we’re all about providing a unique experience that’s as packed as our signature dishes. Fun, laughter, unforgettable flavours and happy memories are just some of the things we strive to serve up, whether you’re dining in with us or enjoying a cheeky takeaway.

Our pizzas are a ridiculously happy union of dough, cheese and fresh ingredients – sealed and flash-fried to create crispy, crunchy, golden-brown gooey goodness that simply must be tasted to be believed. We’re talking flavours that explode like Mt Vesuvius. We’re talking love at first bite. We’re talking when we really should be eating!

And just when you thought it couldn’t get any better, we also offer antipasto, Buffalo Mozzarella, salads plus a wide selection of wine and cocktails and sweet treats to accompany your Italian indulgence.

Whether it’s your first time here or you’re back for ‘amore’, we can’t wait to share the fun, flavour and festa of Pizza Fritta 180 with you!


		

	







	
		
	







Not just a pizza, but Lifestyle
Our Clients say
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		        Easily my favourite restaurant in Sydney. Pizza Fritta is like a home away from home. The food is flawless, the produce is so fresh and made with every little detail thought of. The crew that run this little gem are genuinely lovely people that have passion for what they do and my God do they do it well. From the moment you get there you feel like family. Try everything you can, then go back for more again and again. A truly authentic, absolutely delicious experience. Pizza Fritta family grazie! For always working hard, making it look effortless and giving Sydney a place that is truly beautiful.
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			    Lizzie Jay
			    

			    
            

		

	

	
		
		    
		        We went there for the first time last night as we were curious about the fried pizza and the place did not disappoint. The service was excellent and can't fault it at all. The friendliness of all the staff is fabulous. The choices are great. We had to the Allegra, Pucinella and Potato Croquette, they were divine. The place is fresh, clean and cheerful with both indoor and outdoor seating. The only negative thing - I can't find a fried pizza with pineapple in it. Pineapple belongs in all pizza right ? !! Love the place and would visit again.
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			    Eddy S Dharmadji
			    

			    
            

		

	

	
		
		    
		        We went to there for my friends birthday party and we are totally stunned by the delicious food and great service! I felt like we are in an Italian community and everyone is so passionate and friendly, especially the chief who arranged meal for us. This is the best Italian restaurant I’ve been to so far and definitely gonna back to there a lot!
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			    Jiawei Zhang
			    

			    
            

		

	

	
		
		    
		        Really loved this place, very friendly staff and lively atmosphere. We rocked up without a reservation and stood in the line for a bit, but it moved quickly and the waiter said it wasn’t a problem to find something. Great selection from a diverse menu and the pizza fritta is hard to find in Australia but this is the authentic one just like in Italy and how mamma used to make. I like this place for its atmosphere and its drinks, I would like to come back here
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			    Josh Brown
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That’s right, we moved right next door to @vianapolipizzeria at 628 Crown St, Surry Hills! 🤩

Bringing you the same Pizza Fritta you know and love, just in a different location. Come and join us for lunch or dinner!

BOOK NOW









	

	